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Brampton, Ontario  
The flag of Brampton has proportions of 1:2 and a white field.  In the centre is 
the city’s coat of arms, three-fourths the height of the flag.  The simple shield 
is divided into four quarters.  The first is red, with a beaver (Castor canadensis) 
facing left, gnawing on a piece of wood, all in golden yellow with black details.  
The second is blue, with a sheaf of wheat in golden yellow with black details.  
The third is blue, with an old ploughshare in white with black details.  The 
fourth is red, with an old locomotive in black with white highlights, steaming 
to the left.  A slender evergreen tree in green surmounts the centre, from the 
base to two-thirds the height of the shield.  The shield overlays an elaborate 
plaque in white, the upper corners of which form scrolls on either side, outlined 
in black.  Above the shield is a four-towered mural crown in golden yellow.  
Below is a golden yellow ribbon, outlined in black, with CITY OF BRAMP-
TON in black serifed letters.  The symbolism of the arms is explained by the 
city:  The City Crest [coat of arms] is crowned in gold, reminiscent of our British 
origins and our relationship to Brampton, Cumbria, England.  The beaver sym-
bolizes our Canadian heritage and the ethic of hard work.  The sheaf is the symbol 
of the Township of Toronto Gore...Farming and manufacturing, the area’s histori-
cal mainstays, are represented...by the sheaf of grain and the ploughshare.  When 
the Grand Trunk Railway was laid through Brampton, as depicted by the Steam 
Engine, the City’s importance as an agricultural, manufacturing, and political 
centre escalated.  The majestic pine tree was selected as a symbol of the Township of 
Chinguacousy...The Indian word Chinguacousy means “Land of the Tall Pines” 
as it was called by the area’s indigenous settlers.  The arms were adopted in Janu-
ary 1974, after a 1973 contest held by the city.   Gordon Diplock, a freelance 
designer, won a $500 prize for his design, an alteration of the arms used by 
the Town of Brampton before achieving city status.  The pine tree is from the 
arms of the former Chinguacousy Township, designed by Penny Small in 1962.


